Developed a Blockchainbased e-signature solution
for those immersed in the
legal industry to help solve
trust issues related to the
authenticity of documents

Challenges
Everyone working in a legal department, whether it’s lawyer or contract personnel, knows
the true importance of signature. In this modern digital era, printing and signing
documents on paper is simply no longer an option for digital businesses, considering the
potential snags associated with them. While there are numerous Digital Signature
solutions available in the market today, none of them offer the perfect blend of amenities,
reliability, and cost-effectiveness.
The proprietors of Integra Ledger, the founding member of
the Global Legal Blockchain Consortium, wanted a
Blockchain-based solution that could effectively replace
DocuSign and other e-signature platforms in terms of quality
and pricing. The sole intention was to decentralize the
process of digital signature in order to make it more secure
& immutable while enabling independent verification (with or
without the necessity of having access to the object itself).

Our Approach
Seeing our proven track record of delivering ambitious Blockchain projects for startups
and global enterprises, Integra Ledger approached Debut Infotech with a request to create
an innovative digital signature solution for their business. By harnessing our extensive
knowledge and hands-on experience in Blockchain technology, we successfully built a
robust Blockchain-integrated e-sign solution that could effortlessly verify the identity of its
customers and provide on-going verification while offering trust, transparency, and
immutability.
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We subsequently worked on two projects for the client, namely the E-Sign Engine and
Procurement Form.

Our Key Offerings included:
A Blockchain-powered digital signature tool with
friendly and intuitive user experience
Three unique ways to generate signature graphics
at the time of file browsing, i.e. via Keyboard,
Mouse, and Civic
Drag-and-drop functionality for signature
graphics
Other key features like Merge Signature
Graphics, Merge QR Code, Merge Metadata,
Submit Hash to Blockchain, etc.
Immutable Blockchain audit trail for documents
and signatures

Results
Cost Reduction up to 95%: Our Blockchain-based solution reduced the
probabilities of additional costs between 75 to 95 percent over various cloudbased e-signature services.
Reduced paperwork up to 60%: The client was able to authenticate every
legal document with tight consensus algorithms that didn’t allow data tampering
and ensured validity.
Improved Track & Trace Capabilities: The use case provided provenance
tracking and record-keeping which made information tracking enormously easy.
Increased Legal Contract Speed: The solution we provided accelerated the
execution of time-sensitive contracts, which prevented unnecessary delays and
improved performance.

Technology Stack
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